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Operating Info:

Consult Grand Rental Station for additional equipment and accessories for your special event.

1) Plug machine into its own standard 15amp outlet.  (Machine will need 1 - 15amp circuit) 
2) Do not use an extension cord! Other than what may be provided.
3) Turn on kettle heat switch, kettle motor switch and Light / Warmer switch.
4) Leave doors open while popping.
5) Place oil in kettle. When oil has melted; add popcorn and seasoning.
6) When corn has finished popping; rotate the kettle handle to empty popcorn from kettle to upright 
position.
7) Repeat cycle from step 4; subsequent batches are always more flavorful than the initial batch.
8) Turn off kettle heat switch on the final batch right after you pour the corn in the kettle to prevent 
any odor from burning popcorn and eliminate any unnecessary smoke.
9) Turn off kettle motor switch when poping is complete.
10) Turn off all switches when you are finished.
11) Empty out popcorn and any unpopped kernels in the kernel tray prior to returning.

Popcorn Machine Instructions
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Switches:
Light / warming Switch - Turns on heat lamp and heated warming tray.
Kettle Motor Switch - Turns on kettle motor that drives the kettle agitator shaft.
Kettle Heat Switch - Turns on the heating element inside the kettle. 

Operating Instructions:

Parts:  2 - Removable doors, 1 - Removable kettle w/ lid and cord, 1 - Kernel tray, 1- Warming tray  
and 1 - Popcorn scoop 
Power Requirements:  DO NOT USE EXTENSION CORDS! Grounded 15 Amp; 120V AC 
Circuit.
Capacity:  4oz. or 8oz.  Kettle

UNDERSTAND YOUR RENTAL CONTRACT.  KNOW YOUR RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE 
EQUIPMENT YOU HAVE RENTED 

These guidelines and tips are common-sense suggestions designed to promote Popcorn Machine efficiency and safety.  Compiled from literature of leading 
experts in the field, they are believed to be reliable, and are offered as suggestions and illustrations to deal principally with common practices and conditions 

encountered in the use of Popcorn Machines.  The guidelines are not intended to be all-inclusive, complete descriptions of safe practices, or to supplant or re-
place other additional precautionary measures to cover usual or unusual conditions or situations where common-sense might otherwise dictate.  Accordingly, 

the Grand Rental Station disclaims all liability for, and make no warranty or guarantee of the accuracy or applicability of this information in any situation.
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